
12 Black 

Product information 

Water-based and silicone-free polishing compound designed to quickly and 
permanently remove sanding scratches on industrial paints from P2000 and finer, 
leaving a hologram and haze-free deep gloss finish. Specifically developed for dark 
surfaces and composites. 

 
Product advantages 

. Fine polishing compound for production or restoration processes of dark surfaces 

. Gives a quick and lasting result 

. Easy to wipe and clean 
. Water-based and silicone free 

 
 

Compounding Polish Finish Sealing 
 
 
 
 
Surfaces Polishing machine 
.  Dark colored gel coat . Rotating 800 – 2000 rpm 
.  Dark colored high gloss lacquers .  Random orbital polisher 6000-10000 rpm 
.  Carbon fibre 
 
Polishing pad Product properties 
.  Black lambswool pro 
. Black foam pad M 

Speed:
 

Polish, gloss: 

 
Work instruction 

1. Shake or stir polishing compound before use 
2. Do not use too much compound at a time. Use a small amount which is consumed on a focused area 

- less messing and clean up! 
3. Clean thoroughly before and after polishing 
4. Work focused on an area of 40x40 cm at a time 
5. Polish until a scratch free surface is achieved 
6. Keep the pad clean, a dirty pad causes deep swirls and scratches 

 
Technical specifications Storage recommendations 

Density: 1,04 kg/l Recommended storage temperature: 
Viscosity: 45 000 cP 5° - 35° C / 41° - 95° F 
Colour: Black Keep from freezing 
pH: 7 - 8 Shelf life is 3 years from the marked 

production date. 

Product overview 

Work instructions 

Polarshine Marine Final Finish 
 

 
 
 
 

A high-quality silicon-free cleaning and finishing agent for 
all boat surfaces. Works efficiently to remove any excess 
cleaning detergents such as polishing paste, fingerprints, 
soot and other impurities. 

Polarshine Marine Final Finish is also suitable for finishing with 
a cleaning cloth after washing the surface. The product is safe 
to use on all surfaces. It does not damage coated surfaces and 
is also safe for use with synthetic waxes. 

 
 
 

 

1. Shake before use. Spray onto a dry surface, one area at a time. 

2. Wipe the surface to be treated lightly with a Mirka microfiber cloth. 

Note! Do not apply on hot surfaces above +25°C. 
 

 

  
· Bottle size: 500ml and 3L 
· Color: Yellow 
· Product form: Liquid 

· Recommended storage temperature: 5° - 30° C / 41° - 86° F 

· Keep from freezing 
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